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Dr. David Keck 
National Science Foundation 
Washington, D. C. 20550 

Dear Dr. Keck: 

• 
April 6, 1965 

We have just received your letter and accompanying 
material on the use of the ANTON BRUUN in the Humboldt Current 
area. As soon as we can get our staff together and get some reactions 
on this we will be in touch with you. Thank you very much for letting 
us know about this possibility. 

Sincerely yours, 

Albert Collier 
Directpr 
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Dr. Harve J. Carlson 
National Science Foundation 
Washington 25, D.C. 

Dear Harve: 

January 7, 1964 

Thank you for your patient reply to my inquiry about 
the ANJON BRUUN. I can easily understand the points you 
make. It is certa·nly to be desired that you can find 
some way to keep this ship operating .... to allow it to 
join the mothball fleet .would be a tragedy. Let us know 
where it goes -- perhaps we can send some students there. 

AC/sw 

,/ 

Sincerely, 

Albert Collier 
Director · 

/ 
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Dr. Albert Collier 
Director 
Oceanographic Institute 
The Florida State University 
Tallahassee, Florida 

Dear Albert: 

WASHINGTON 25, D.C. 

December 31, 1963 

This is in reply to your December 17 letter inquiring about the possible 
disposition of the R/V ANTON BRITON. Perhaps this was to be the subject 
of your telephone call to me which was not completed. At the present 
time no decision has been made as to the ultimate disposition of the 
ANTON BRUUN. In a study of the problem, a number of possibilities are 
being considered, such as transferring the vessel to a university or a 
group of universities, to another office within the Foundation such as 
the Antarctic Program, to another government agency, to the United Nations, 
or sending it back to the moth ball fleet. In regard to the United Nations, 
possibly you will recall that Anton Bruun was the first Executive Secretary 
of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (roe), a member of the 
Special Committee for ·o.:;eanographic Research (SCOR)., and very much involved 
with m=1ny other irternational oceanographic prograr:1s. It was his dream and 
wish to have a vessel which could b-2 used ];)y scientists and all nations., 
but especially those nations that were small and did not have access to the 
sea. Such a vessel would provide the scientists from these countries an 
opportunity to work on a floating laboratory and become acquainted with 
both the physical and biological p=1rameters of the ocean. 

I a:m sure that you and your colleagues realize that this vessel is considerably 
larger than one usually finds at a university -- it hg,s a crew complement of 
25 and available space for 25-35 working scientists. Very few institutions 
at the present tim2 have programs of that magnitu:ie which would utilize a 
vessel of this size to its ultimate efficiency. It is an expensive vessel to 
operate - - $600- 750, 000 per ye·ar. With the continuing demand on our re search 
funds., serious thought is being given to the idea of having the ultimate 
operators of the vessel particip=1te in the logistic supp8rt. However., we will 
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Dr. Albert Collier -2- D-2cember 31, 1963 

keep your inquiry before us and keep you informed of the ultimate disposition 
of the vessel. 

Kindest regards. Best wishes for a prosperous New Year. 

Sincerely yours, 

H~ .~~ on 
Assistant Director for 
Biological and Medical Sciences 
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. December 17, 1963 

Dr. Edward Chin 
Indian Ocean Expedition 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute 
Woods Hole, Massachusetts 

Dear Ed: 

You must be quite busy these days, and I would like to 
add a small chore to what I am sure is a great burden of chores. 

It appears that a general description of the ANTON BRUUN 
would be helpful to us as we attempt to formulate a deep-sea program 
for the Interuniversity Effort in Oceanography now being planned in 
Florida. I am wondering if you would have some mimeographed or 
printed descriptions of the ship. 

Incidentally, I am sti _ll looking for s01neone to do biochem
ical and taxonon1ic work on ctenophores. Do you have any suggestions? 

Needless to say, I would like very much to have an oppor
tunity to talk with you in person, and I am hoping that we will some day 
be attending the same meetings. Do you have any meetings in mind in 
the near future? 

Sincerely yours, 

Albert Collier 
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